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In this paper we consider a class of omnibus, stationary, adaptive iterative 
algorithms with finite memory (SAFM-algorithms) endowed with a partial order. 
We show that our modification MR of Bus and Dekker algorithm R is asymptoti- 
cally better for this order than R- and M-algorithms and bisections. o 1989 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the paper we consider the problem of finding a root p of equation 
f(x) = 0 (1.1) 
in interval [B, C] for a function f such that f(B) x f(C) < 0. We are 
interested in the class of so-called omnibus algorithms (cf, e.g., Bus and 
Dekker, 1975) for which the convergence to p is guaranteed for a large 
class of functions f and which converges fast for a smaller class of, say, 
regular functions5 One of the most efficient omnibus algorithms for (1.1) 
was published in Bus and Dekker (1975); many others are listed at the end 
of Section 2. In Traub (1982) and Traub and Woiniakowski (1980), one 
can find, e.g., a detailed analysis of different algorithms for solving Eq. 
(1.1) and their classification with respect to computational complexity. 
Unfortunately this analysis does not include the most widely used omni- 
bus algorithms, because they have a complicated structure of information 
and they cannot be linearly ordered. 
In the present paper we introduce a class of stationary, adaptive algo- 
rithms with finite memory (SAFM-algorithms) which include the omnibus 
algorithms (Section 2). Then we present an improvement of the Bus- 
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Dekker algorithms M and R and call them MM- and MR-algorithms, 
respectively. Our modification is based on a new control variable which 
very sensitively switches, when necessary, the iteration process to bisec- 
tion. Thus, the modified algorithms share simultaneously good optimal 
asymptotic properties of rational approximations for, say, regular func- 
tions and for other functions behave almost as bisections. In order to 
compare the different algorithms we introduce (in Section 5) a partial 
ordering and Hoptimality of algorithms. We should clearly state that 
similar orderings have been widely used in Mathematical Statistics and 
Game Theory for about 40 years (refer to Kozek (1982) for more literature 
on the subject). We prove that for this ordering MM- and MR-algorithms 
are asymptotically better than M- and R-algorithms and bisections. In 
Section 4 we prove that a bisection is an asymptotically minimax algo- 
rithm in the class of randomized SAFM-algorithms with information con- 
sisting of only the signs of function fat two points. 
For purpose of asymptotic analysis (Section 5) we shall assume in the 
paper that 3, the class of considered functions in Eq. (l.l), is given by 
3 = {f: [B, C]+ R,f(B) xf(C) < 0,fE C"'(B, Cl). (1.2) 
Because of the binary structure of the existing digital computers the as- 
sumed smoothness off provides no practical restriction, so algorithms 
MM and MR can be used for any f. 
We point out the following interesting detail. Our procedures MM and 
MR yield at the stopping time 7 the value TRUE only iff(b,) # 0 andf(c,) 
# 0 and f(b,) and f(c,) are of different signs. It is because we aim for a 
correct localization of root p in an interval [b, , c,] of a prescribed length. 
Several omnibus algorithms, including M- and R-algorithms of Bus and 
Dekker and algorithms LI-L4 of Le (1984, 198.5) may stop for very flat 
functions far from the true, analytical zero. That is why one can observe 
in Tables 4 and 5 in Nerincks and Haegemans (1976) a local maximum of 
the number of iterations while functions become less regular. A similar 
effect can be observed in Table VI in Le (1985). 
Recent results of Le (1984, 1985) seem to indicate that algorithm L4 is 
superior to the R-algorithm. However, Le does not localize the root p of 
Eq. (1.1) in an interval and L4 stops when the function value is small. 
Therefore his numerical results are not fully comparable with those of 
Nerincks and Haegemans (1976); e.g., algorithm L4 has for regular func- 
tions the same asymptotic order as R does, but it may also stop after 4ND 
iterations. For f E 9, the number of iterations of MM-algorithm is given 
by 3(CTR + 1) + ND and for MR-algorithm by 4(CTR + 1) + ND, where 
ND is the number of iterations needed by bisection and CTR is a control 
parameter discussed in detail in sections 2 and 5. 
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2. SAFM-INFORMATION AND ALGORITHMS 
Consider the problem of finding a root p of a nonlinear equation (1.1). 
Usually, omnibus iterative algorithms suited for this problem are given 
the following structure. 
Algorithm SAFM: 
0. initialization: V10 := initial information, k := 0, 
1. iterative approximation of p: xk+, := @LJ, 
2. calculation of new information at .q+,: !I&+, := y(,q+, , f), 
3. iterative modification of the retained information: Sk+, := P(%~+, , &.), 
4. a stopping rule: stop if the desired precision 8 of the approximation xk+, for p is achieved, 
otherwise k : = k + 1 and go to step I. 
%?jk, &, xk, 4, y, and p are defined as follows. 
Information %k retained at the kth iteration step is given by %k = 
(zl, . . . , zr, gl , . . . , g,, ci , . . . , c,) E R2r+s and has the following 
interpretation: zi E [B, C], i = 1, . . . , r, are approximations for p, gi = 
f(zJ, whereas cj E R, j = 1, . . . , s, are control variables containing 
some information about the past iteration process. 
Function 4: RZr+$ * R’ describes a stationary (i.e., independent of k) 
method approximating p. 
Information operator y: [B, C] x 5% + R2 retrieves new information 
about &+I. In the present paper we always have ‘Bk+l = y(xk+i , f) = 
bk+l, g), where g =mk+l). 
Function II: R2 x R2r+s + RZr+,’ describes which one of the pairs (Zj, gj), 
j= 1 * ., r, should be lost and the way the remaining pairs (zj, gj) and 
(&+I 1 i) replace the previous pairs (Zi 3 gi), i = 1, . . . , r. Moreover, the 
information cl, . . . , cs about the past iteration process is updated ac- 
cording to ,!L. Usually cl, . . . , c, are some control variables increasing 
when the speed of convergence of xk to p is slow. 
The description of the algorithm and the notation already accepted in 
the literature (see Traub, 1982; Traub and Woiniakowski, 1980) seem to 
justify the name stationary, adaptive with finite memory, SAFM for short, 
both for information %k and for the approximating procedure 4. We note 
only that at each iteration step the function describing the change of 
information is independent of k; namely, we have 
gk+l = h(d@k),f), akh 
The information $?& shares the most important properties of both adap- 
tive and iterative information with memory considered in Traub and Woi- 
niakowski (1980). 
The SAFM information %k and the information operator p differ how- 
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ever from the corresponding notions considered in Traub and Woi- 
niakowski (1980), using (cl, . . . , cs), which depends on the former be- 
havior of the approximating process. 
Let us note that for the class of iterative, linear operators of information 
it is possible to achieve only local convergence of algorithms (see 
Wasilkowksi, 1978, 1979). In the case of SAFM information many glob- 
ally convergent algorithms are known (see, e.g., Kristiansen, 1963; Jarratt 
and Nuds, 1965; Dekker, 1969; Brent, 1971; Dowel1 and Jarratt, 1971, 
1972; Anderson and Bjorck, 1973; Shampine and Allen, 1973; Bus and 
Dekker, 1975; Gonnet, 1977; Le, 1984, 1985). 
The SAFM algorithms can be compared according to a partial order 
described in Section 5. 
3. ALGORITHMS MM AND MR 
In this section we give a description of our modifications MM and MR 
of Bus and Dekker algorithms M and R (Bus and Dekker, 1975). The 
description follows the scheme of the SAFM-algorithms given in Section 
2. First, however, we introduce some notation from Bus and Dekker 
(1975). 
Let 
l(a, b) = @J 
b 
and for distinct a, b, d let 
b - P(b 
r(a, b, d) = 03 
b 
where 
iff(b) = f(a) = 0, 
iff(b) = f(u) # 0 
(3.1) 
- QHP - 4 ifp # (Y, (3.2) 
if/3 = o f 0, 
if/3 = (Y = 0, 
a = (f(b) - f(4) *fW(b - 4, (3.3) 
P = (f(4 - f(4) * f(bY(a - 4. (3.4) 
Functions 1 and r given by (3. I)-(3.4) will be used in the description of 
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linear and rational approximations of p. Moreover, given 60 and a1 (aa > 0, 
6, > 0) let 
6(b) = 60 + M4, 
m(b, c) = (b + c)/2, 
h(b, c) = b + sign(c - b) * 6(b). 
Function 6 describes a stopping rule, function m is used in bisection 
steps, and, for a0 and 61 small enough, h(b, c) is a point near b and 
between b and c. 
In the definition of the stationary, iterative approximation 4 we use 
function w given by A if X is between h(b, c) and m(b, c), 
w(A, b, c) = h(b, c, if (h - b( I 6(b) and A does not lie outside of 
the interval bounded by b and m(b, c), 
m(b, c> otherwise. 
It should be pointed out that algorithms MM and MR differ from Bus 
and Dekker algorithms M and R with the use of one additional control 
variable ctr, only. ctr contains information about how long the iteration 
process does not follow one of the optimal cycles expected in a 
neighbourhood of p for sufficiently regular monotonic functions f. When 
ctr attains a critical value of CTR the iteration process switches to a 
bisection, which is asymptotically minimax (see Section 4). 
Algorithm MR: 
0. if If( 5 If( then b := X, and a := c := x0. otherwise b := x0 and u := c := x,. 
Moreover 
d := a, ext := 0, ctr := 0, first := TRUE, fb :=f(b), fc := fa :=f(a). 
1. x := 4(a, b, c, d, ext, ctr, first) = 
’ w(&b, c), b, cl 
if first = FALSE: 
if first = TRUE, 
w(r(a, b, 4, b, c) if ext 5 1 and ctr 5 
CTR, 
w(2r(a, b, d) - b, b, c) if ext = 2 and ctr 5 
CTR, 
, Mb, cl otherwise. 
2. fx :=f(x). 
3. Modify information B = (a, b, c, d, fa, fb, fc, fd, first, ext, ctr) using B = (x, fx) 
according to function p given by Tables I and II and by formulas 
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TABLE1 
FOUR CASES USED IN THE DEFINITION 
OF p IN TABLE II 
JfxJ 5 JfcJ jfxl > Jfcj 
sign fx # sign fc A C 
sign fx = sign fc B D 
ext + 1 if (A or C or ((bk+, = m(bk, cli)) and (ext 5 CTR))) 
first := FALSE, ext := 
0 otherwise 
ctr + 1 if ext > CTR, 
ctr := 
ctr otherwise. 
4. If lb - cl 5 26(b), then stop, otherwise go to step 1. 
If stop then check the correctness of the solution. It is correct when- 
ever condition 
(f(b) < 0 andf(c) > 0 or (f(b) > 0 andf(c) < 0) 
holds true (if it is not the case it may happen that solution p does not lie 
between b and c, see Section 1). 
Algorithm MM differs from algorithm MR in step 1 only, where 4 is 
given by 
+(a, b, c, d, fa, fb, fc, fd, ext, ctr) 
Ma, b), b, cl if ext 5 1 and ctr I: CTR, 
= wMa, b, 4, b, cl if ext = 2 and ctr 5 CTR, 
Mb, cl otherwise. 
Let us note that in algorithm MM the control variable first is omitted. 
In both algorithms MM and MR the value CTR = 2 is recommended as 
optimal. A detailed discussion of this point is given in Section 5. 
4. A MINIMAX PROPERTY OF THE BISECTION 
It is clear that the bisection method is a SAFM-algorithm. It is used as 
an exit in many omnibus algorithms (e.g., in M- and R-algorithms of Bus 
and Dekker and in their present modifications MM and MR). 
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TABLE II 
UPDATING 0F INFORMATION 
%+I = Cu. h+ c, d. fa, fb, fc, fd)l+, = ~((0. h, c, d, fa, fb, fc, fd)l, X, fx) 
Case (hat, > f-b+,) ((.k+l, fc,+,) (uktll fak+J Cd,+, . f4+,) 
A (x, fx) ((.k 1 fCk) (h 1 fh) ((I~, fall 
B (x. fx) (hk, fbk) (h. fbk) (ukq fal) 
C ((.A > fCk) (x, fx) (x. fx) (bk, fbk) 
D (hk, fb,) (x, fx) (x. fx) (uk, fal) 
We consider a class Se of SAFM-algorithms containing the bisection 
algorithm and admitting some randomization. We shall show that bisec- 
tion is asymptotically minimax in this class. 
Let 9 be a set of functionsfon interval [B, C] such thatf(B) x f(C) < 
O.Let&,k=0,1,2,. . . , be independent random variables (T.v.) on [0, 
11 with the same distribution function (d.f.) G E %, where 9 is the class of 
all distribution functions concentrated on [0, I]. 
Let 
1 
sg (x) = 
ifx 2 0, 
-1 otherwise. 
Class SB of SAFM-algorithms: 
0. Initialization: b : = B, c : = C, sb : = sg ( f(b)), SC : = sg (f(c)), 
1. x := X X max {b, c} + (1 - X) X min{b, c}, where X is independent at each step 
realization of a r.v. with a d.f. G, 
2. sx := sg (f(x)), 
3. ifsx=sbthenb:=xelsec:=x, 
4. if lb - c/ 5 6 then stop else go to step 1. 
Thus, the considered information is given by VI = {b, c, sb, SC}, where sb = sg (f(b)), SC = sg 
(f(c)). The new information obtained in step 2 is given by 93 = {x, sx}, where sx = sg (f(x)). 
When our procedure reaches step 1 for the ith time, the unknown root 
of functionf can be represented as 
p = fi X max{bi, C;} + (1 - Yi) X min{bi, ci}, (4.1) 
where Yi E [0, I]. To provide a reasonable stochastic model we accept the 
interpretation of Yi as a random variable. More precisely we shall assume 
that Yi are independent realizations of a r.v. Y with a d.5 F E % deter- 
mined byfE 9 and that 23 = {F(f):f~ S}. 
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At the ith iteration step we pass from interval Zi with bi and ci as its end 
points to interval Zi+i with end points bi+i , ci+) . Thus, we have 
if Yi < Xi, 
otherwise. 
The procedure stops in step 4 at the first iteration i = 7 such that 
S, = IB - Cl * fi Sj 5i 6. 
j=O 
(4.2) 
Let 
Zj= -1OgSj and D = -log 6 + log/B - Cl. 
Then (4.2) can be given the form 
where Zj are independent r.v.‘s with the same distribution function and T 
is the first passage of the process 
i Zj 
j=l 
through level D. It is well known (see Chow et al., 1971, Theorem 2.5) 
that for D large, the expected value of 7 is given by 
ET-& (4.3) 
J 
where 
EZj = EF.GZj = 1: 1: [-log x * lt,<.r,-lOg(l - X) . l~,z.,)]dF(.~)dG(x) 
and 1, ) stands for the indicator function of a set { }. 
Note that for any G E % we have 
$ EF,GZ = 
I 
; h(x)Wx), 
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where 
-log(l - x) for x E (0, 61, 
h(x) = 
-log x for x E 14, 1). 
Thus, for Go(x) = lri~,r](x) we have 
i:f EF,o,,Z = SUJJI i:f EF,oZ. (4.4) 
Let us note that Go corresponds to the deterministic algorithm of the 
bisection. Hence (4.3) and (4.4) imply 
THEOREM 1. Under assumption (4.1) and for small 6 we have 
sup %n,co~ = inf sup %f),~7 ; (4.5) 
ps GE% fES 
i.e., the bisection method yields asymptotically (for 6 --, 0) a minimax 
algorithm in class Oe provided the number of necessary iterations is the 
quality measure of the algorithm. 
Remark. It seems reasonable to measure the costs of the entire pro- 
cess of approximating p by a linear function of the total number r of 
iterations, i.e., 
t@,f, G) = AU-, G > . ~(8 + KL G), (4.6) 
and to assume that 0 I A(f, Go) 5 A(f, G) for anyfE 9 and G E %. Then 
it is easy to see that the bisection remains asymptotically minimax in Sp 
with respect to the mean cost (4.6) of calculations. Since any kind of 
computational complexity considered in the literature (cf. Traub, 1982; 
Traub and Woiniakowski, 1980, B.(3.9)) is of the form (4.6), the bisection 
method remains asymptotically minimax with respect to computational 
complexity. 
Remark. Since 
I ’ h(x)dG(x) = log 2 for G = Go(x), 0 1 - log 2 for G(x) = x, 
we infer from (4.3) that a random and uniform choice of Xk+l on [bk , ck] 
may even lead to a log 2/(1 - log 2) = 2.259 times longer mean iteration 
process than that for the bisection algorithm. 
Remark. Theorem 1 extends the optimality of the bisection (see Si- 
korski, 1982) onto the class of randomized SAFM-algorithms when infor- 
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mation consists of signs offat two points. Thus, randomization does not 
help in the nonlinear problem (cf. Wasilkowski, 1985, Sect. 6) of zero 
finding. 
5. PARTIAL ORDERING FOR SAFM-ALGORITHMS 
Note that omnibus iterative algorithms should stop after a finite number 
of operations for everyfE 9. Moreover, preferable are algorithms which 
are fast forfregular enough, say forfE 9 ‘, B ’ C 9 and not very slow for 
f E 8\% ‘. Thus it seems reasonable to compare different SAFM-algo- 
rithms in terms of partial ordering. Denote by t($, (u, y, f, 6) the cost of 
the calculations necessary to localize the root of Eq. (1.1) using a SAFM- 
algorithm. Usually I is proportional to the computational complexity of 
the algorithm considered in Traub and Woiniakowski (1980, B.(3.9), 
(9.32)) or to the time necessary for calculations. 
DEFINITION 1. Given % ’ E B and two SAFM-algorithms Ai = (+i, pi, 
ri), i = 1,2, we say that algorithm Al is asymptotically better than A2 for a 
cost function t if there exists 8, > 0 such that for all 6 < So inequalities 
suP{e$l, Pl 7 YI 9 L 6): f E B ‘YSUP{~(42, p2, y2 f j-7 6): f E B ‘1 5 1 
(5.2) 
hold true with a strict inequality either in (5.1) or in (5.2). 
Sometimes we have a rough idea of how often Eq. (1.1) is solved forf l 
F, F C 8. Usually it can be formulated in terms of a probability measure II 
on (9, a), where 3 is an appropriate a-field of subsets of 9. Then it is 
possible to compare algorithms in the II-mean (a Bayesian approach). 
DEFINITION 2. Given a probability measure fI on 9 endowed with a 
o-field C% of subsets of 9 we say that algorithm Al is better in II-mean for 
a given 6 than A2 if 
holds true. 
For simplicity we put in the sequel 
(5.4) 
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where ~(6) is the number of iteration steps and c(e) is the cost of a single 
iteration. 
Suppose that for a given class 9 ’ C 8 the asymptotic order of conver- 
gence of algorithm (4, p, y) equals p. If p > 1, then 
T(a) ~ log, log2(lB - Cl/@ 
hs2P 
and if p = 1, then 
In the case where the cost of the function evaluation (step 2 of the 
SAFM-algorithm) dominates the other costs, we can assume that 
co = SUP{C($% /4 7, f): f E s ‘I (5.5) 
is approximately the same for different algorithms. Using this assumption 
the asymptotic orders of convergence determine the inequality sign in 
(5.2). Let 
8’ = s’([B, Cl) = {f: [B, C] -+ R;f(B) x f(C) < 0,fE C’5’(B, 
C), f’(x) # 0 on [B, C] and the optimal cy- 
clings described by Bus and Dekker for R start 
from the first iteration}. 
(5.6) 
Bus and Dekker (1975) showed that the asymptotic order of conver- 
gence for the M-algorithm is p1 = 1.618 and for the R-algorithm is p2 = 
1.839 forfE 9 ‘. However, forfE 9 we may have ~~(8) = 4 log@ - Cl/ 
6) and ~(8) = 5 log2((B - Cl/g). Therefore M-, R-, and bisection algo- 
rithms are not pairwise comparable for t and B ’ given by (5.4)-(5.6). 
From the construction of M-, R-, MM-, and MR-algorithms it is evident 
that forfE 9 ’ algorithm MR performs exactly as the R-algorithm and for 
2F;” given by 
SF” = @“([B, Cl) = {f: [B, C] -+ R;f(B) x f(C) < 0, j-E C’5’(B, 
C), f’(x) f 0 on [B, C] and the optimal cy- 
clings described by Bus and Dekker for M 
start from the first iteration}. 
(5.7) 
algorithm MM performs exactly as the M-algorithm. 
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On the other hand, we have relations 
su~{t(MM, f, 6): f E 9) 5 Co(4 CTR + log& - cl/@) 
= Co log@ - Cl/S) (5.8) 
sup{t(MR, f, 6): f E %} 5 Co0 CTR + log@ - Cl/Q) 
= co lO&(lB - C)/6) (5.9) 
It is now convenient to summarize our analysis in the following 
THEOREM 2. On the assumption that conditions (5.4H5.9) are satis- 
fied we have 
(a) the MM-algorithm is asymptotically better than the M- and bisec- 
tion algorithms for ‘3” given by (5.7), and 
(6) the MR-algorithm is better than the R-, MM-, M-, and bisection 
algorithms for 4 = 3 ’ fl %‘I, where B ’ and 3” are given by (5.6) and 
(5.7), respectively. 
Now, we discuss the choice of control parameters CTR in MM- and 
MR-algorithms which are optimal in the II-mean. 
Let 
ND = [ log2 (+)I + 1 
denote the number of function evaluations needed by the bisection. In the 
worse case the R-algorithm performs the bisection every fifth iteration. 
Denote by 9; a subset of 9 such that for f E Bi the iteration process 
performs i cycles EEEEB, where E denotes a step for which 
B denotes a bisection step and then the iteration process proceeds using 
the optimal cyclings described by Bus and Dekker (1975). The classes 9; 
are disjoint. Given the control parameter CTR in the MR-algorithm and 
f E 9i we have the following estimate of a number of function evalua- 
tions: 
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I 
5 . i + [log(ND - i)/log pz] + 1 if i 5 CTR and CTR 
-=c ND or i < CTR 
IT(i, CTR) = and CTR = ND, 
4 * (CTR + 1) + ND ifCTR<isND, 
5 . ND ifi = CTR = ND. 
(5.10) 
It seems reasonable to describe the frequency of solving Eq. (1.1) for 
fE Si by 
Prob{f E %i} = Iii = C(CX * pi + (1 - o)qND-‘), (5.11) 
where c-l = a(1 - p) ND+l/(I - p) + (1 - a)(1 - q)ND+l/(l - q). For (Y = 
0.9, p = 0.2, q = 0.2 which seem to lead to quite a realistic model for 
everyday use of the algorithm, we report in Table III the expected values 
of IT(., CTR) given by 
E IT(CTR) = T IT(i, CTR) . Iii. (5.12) 
i=o 
In Kozek and Trzmielak-Stanitiawska (1988) we report the number of 
function evaluations for functions considered in Nerincks and Haegemans 
(1978) for R- and MR-algorithms for a stopping rule 6(x) = 1x1 * 10-r + 
10-r and T = 6, 8, 10. 
TABLE III 
EXPECTED VALUES OF FUNCTION 
EVALUATIONS FOR THE MR-ALGORITHM 
GIVEN BY EQS. (5.10)-(5.12) FOR cx = .9, 
p = q = .2, je - CJ = 1 
6 10 14 
0 10.32 14.96 19.32 
1 8.85 11.62 14.25 - 
2 8.90 11.30 13.58 
3 9.24 11.56 13.77 
ND 15.52 23.42 30.82 
ND = 20 ND = 34 ND = 47 
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TABLE IV 
EXPECTED VALUES OF FUNCTION 
EVALUATIONS FOR THE MM-ALGORITHM 
GIVEN BY EQS. (5.llH5.13) FOR a = .9, 
p = q = .2, IB - Cl = 1 
6 10 14 
0 11.48 16.12 20.48 
1 10.160 12.93 15.42 
2 10.165 12.56 14.67 
3 10.41 12.73 14.77 
ND 15.12 21.62 27.54 
ND = 20 ND= 34 ND= 47 
Value CTR = 2 is II-optimal for T = 10 and T = 14 and is almost optimal 
for T = 6. Also for the set of functions in Kozek and Trzmielak- 
Stanisiawska value CTR = 2 yields the minimal total number of iterations. 
Thus CTR = 2 seems to be worth recommending for everyday use. 
A similar analysis shows that CTR = 2 can also be recommended as II- 
optimal for II given by (5.11) in the case of the MM-algorithm. In the latter 
case we have the following estimate of a number of function evaluations 
(Table IV) 
4 * i + [In(ND - i)/ln pl] + 1 if i s CTR and CTR 
<NDori<CTRand 
IT(i, CTR) = 
3 * (CTR + 1) + ND 
CTR = ND, 
ifCTR<i%ND, 
4 * ND ifi=CTR=ND. 
(5.13) 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this paper we consider MR- and MM-algorithms which improve Bus 
and Dekker’s algorithms M and R. We introduce a class of information- 
based SAFM-algorithms endowed with a partial ordering. For this order- 
ing the MR-algorithm is superior to the MM-, M-, and R-algorithms and to 
the bisection. A choice of an optimal control parameter CTR is based on a 
mean II-ordering sometimes called Bayes ordering. We also show a mini- 
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max character of the bisection in the class of randomized algorithms. The 
numerical results support our conclusions as well. 
In this paper we tried to avoid superfluous formalization and unneces- 
sary generality. 
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